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Dear Friends:

This year marks the 100th Anniversary of the Nutcracker. The ballet was first performed on December 18, 1892 in St. Petersburg, Russia. I hope you will join us in honoring this occasion at the end of the show.

This year's show has a cast of 250 children and features a new dancing group, The Bakers. Many thanks to all the dedicated volunteers and staff who make this show possible and thanks to you for being a part of this holiday tradition.

Best wishes to you in 1993!

NANCY LEWIS-MOUNCE, PRODUCER
THE NUTCRACKER
CAST

Clara .................................. Ashley McNaughton
Fritz ................................... Richard Standiford
Drosselmeyer ......................... Andrei Kalayta
Mother .................................. Sarah Standiford
Grandmother ......................... Beth Lew
Grandfather ......................... Christopher Morrill
Nanny .................................. Anneliese Boyle
Mouse King ........................................... David Russell
Nutmeg/Prince ......................... James Curley
Gnome King ............................... Andrew Madson
Gnome Queen ......................... Amanda Pittwood
Gnome Dep. #1 ......................... Carl Osier
Gnome Dep. #2 ......................... Jeffrey Wilhelm
Jester #1 .................................. Heathern Ernststrom
Jester #2 .................................. Miranda Rubin
Forest Fairy ......................... Kristin Hubik
Sugar Plum Fairy ...................... Caitlin Smith
Narrator ....................................... Christina Collins

Leaders: Eleanor Curry, Cecilia Hitchcock, Jennifer Zweig

BIG PARTY GUESTS

Charlie Badeker, Stephanie Buckpitt, Annie Collins, Gordon Douglass, Owen Egan, Clarissa Gill, John Givens, Elizabeth Hummer, Ashley Paiko, John C. Perry

Leaders: Melissa Martinez, Jenea Yost

LITTLE PARTY GUESTS

Nicole Barden, Michael Charles Collett, Tristan Hills, Valerie Lear, Daniel Lew, Savannah Scott, Frank Sousa, Tom Sprankling, Emily Weerts

Leaders: Michael Gardner, Linda M. Scott

MOUSEMAIDS

Michelle Aldrete, Laurel DeLapp, Rachel Friee, Carly Hansen, Tiffany Kota, Sara McCray, Crystal McHale, Shannon Richardson

Leaders: Jessica Kure, Sara Shackle

DANCING CATS AND TEDDY BEARS

Heather Crosby, Kristen Ewing, Megan Fuller, Kimmy Johnson, Kristin Laguna, Emily Moss, Carly Schuster, Julia Anderson, Vanessa Andrews, Hilaire Fours, Renee Kem, Ricky Martin, Wendy Nakajima, Lila Nisen, Ajay Riding, Jeremy Schimmel, Timothy Weert

Leaders: Jill Rowland, Dan Wol

DANCING CATS

Kate Billard, Alyssa Ellenfeldt, Stacie Hitchcock, Sarah Jaffe, Carmen Johnson, Heather Lee, Lesley Naliboff, Erin Plica, Lauren Roscoe, Marian Sandoval, Heather Troth, Amber Wiggins

Leaders: Rachel Disario, Ariel de la Vega

MICE


Leaders: Casey Salmon, Deborah Shifrine, Terence Coe

SOLDIERS

Charles Arnold, Brady Bakay, Kevin Cuckovich, Alex Douglas, Jim Prink, Joe Hertick, Alfred Lee Garret Jr., Nathaniel Maas, Dustin Meldock, Chris Nelson, Paddy O'Rourke, Michael Pumam, Patrick Ramos, Matt Troth, Ryan Wilson

Leaders: Sean Fuller, Amber Holly, Maria Cabrera

GNOMES

Melissa Chordas, Andrew Cunningham, Marcus Elliott, Natalie Kittleson, Samuel Laughlin, J.T. Maas, Deanna Marotto, Danny Osier, Jeff Picka, Garret Reed, Ian Schmidt, Lindsay Simeone, Berry Sousa

Leaders: Jennifer Farver, Stephanie Hill

SNOWFLAKE DANCERS

Annie Bara, Zoe Gardner, Francesca Gazzaniga, Elisabeth Heien, Hailey Hilliard, Sarah P. Hollingsworth, Zoe A. Kemmerling, Katie Labourette, Kaiety Latow, Alison Lynch, Jessica Martin, Jacquelyn McNaughton, Erika Siegle, Dinezbai Smiley, Julia Thompson, Aryn Vander

Leaders: Heather Appell, Emily Hodel, Laura Hubbard

MERMAIDS

Adriana Bracho, Sarah Chirman, Jennifer DeGeorge, Beth Ann Nelson, Nancy Perschbacher, Leigh Steward, Amanda Wilson, Mieko Yokoi-Shelton, Tara McDermott, Amanda Wilson

Leaders: Colleen Bangie, Brenna DeLapp

DANCING TREES

Kathryn Boyle, Shauna Brodie, Catie Day, Alexandra Farros-Hoepner, Lindsay Quinn Holcor, Dana Levit, Sarah Morrill, Suzanne Plant

Leaders: Meritt Davies, Melissa Nesley

SPANISH DANCERS

Krista J. Adams, Leslie Anne Burton, Rachel Cameron, Zachery DeGrazia, Patrick Friet, Emma Fisher, Nicholas Gillese, Matthew Herren, Joshua Hollingsworth, Bryan McCarthy, Amanda Sherburne

Leaders: Katie Hess, Margaret Sallee

CHINESE DANCERS

Jennifer Cronan, Erica Davis, Brittany Davis, Clarissa Lyons Fournier, Sara Gonsalves, Julia Joshel, Eden Kennedy-Hoffmann, Jessica Kitchens, Rebecca Reed-Lunn, Janamarie Sallocks

Leaders: Megan Harris, Jason Torbert

RUSSIAN DANCERS

Kirit Bakay, Nicholas Benson, Maggie Collins, Colleen Fuller, Brian Goulding, Paul Kesinger, Yara Lomeli-Loibl, David Moering, Sarah Neagley, Graniger Del Rio, Kelly Whelan

Leaders: Sasha Davies, Nora Jacobs

BAKERS

Lauren Boyle, Kathy Bunfill, Ellein Cameron, Diane Geng, Lani Hanson, Jamie Hitchcock, Noelle McGhee, Kelley McNaughton, Casey Medlock, Holly Ransom, Emily Sousa, Sarah Tom, Laura Wardrip

Leaders: Lisa Vellowitz, Cynthia Frederich

GUMDROPS

Sarah Anderson, Brittany Powell, Claudia de la Fuente, Jacob Levitt, Meaghan McLaughlin, David Patterson, Stephanie Rickards, Ben Siegel, Carolyn Taylor, Maia Barrow

Leaders: Jeremy Fuller, Julie Perschbacher

CLowns

Brooke Alarcon, Kirsten Anderson, Andrew Badeker, Stephen Blais, Ellen Evans, Dona Francis, Maia Gunther, Michael Hubik, Shannon Keene-Miller, Alan Kubey, Kevin Magill, Michael McDermott, Sara Roscoe, Brian Russell, Ashley Whelan

Head Clowns: Hollie Ernstrom, Terence Coe, Andrea Popa

ARABIAN DANCERS

Lynne Anderson, Jesse Bakay, Matthew Crossman, Josh Helms, Emma Johnson, Meghan Kennedy, John Naliboff, Travis Rennlcy, Jack Valenty, Geoffrey Winder

Leaders: Anne Biancalana, Steve Anderson

FLOWERS

Rebecca Beaman, Sara Beede, Emily Carlson, Catherine Curley, Sarah DeGeorge, Andrea Elliott, Caitlin Givens, Lisa Hamm, Karen Kubey, Calebina Lomeli-Loibl, Carolyn Plant, Amma Reavis, Anna Sousa, Amy Taylor

Leader: Cara K. Steinford, Diane M. Iverson